Retail Sectors covered by POS LTD


Equestrian



Convenience



Pet Supplies



Art supplies & Stationery



Department Stores



Fabrics & Fashion



Cash & Carry



Hospitality

..... And more!

POS LTD

POS have been a leader in the EPoS software
industry since 1986. Over those 30+ years we
have built up a wealth of experience and
expertise in most retail sectors.
The wide appeal of our solutions are reflected in
the variety of our clients which include leading
sportswear retailer Cotton Traders and the UK's
largest independent wholesaler EFG
Housewares.

Specialists in
Retail and Point
of Sale systems.

We have also developed close business
relationships with hardware and service
providers such as HP, Global PAY, SAP, Aures
and Ingenico.

“We have now worked with POS for over 20
years to evolve what is now a tailored EPOS
solution that works well for our unique business. The challenge of products sold by the
metre, order deposits and balances, web and
accounts integration and multi-site functionality have all been successfully overcome and
solutions implemented. Their friendly team
support our stores well to resolve any ad hoc
issues and ensure the day to day business can
run smoothly.”

EPoS Systems
starting from
£995.00.

- Closs & Hamblin

Mill Ford
Phoebe Lane
Phoebe Lane Mills
Halifax
HX3 9EX
Phone: 01422 349083
Fax: 01422 349083
E-mail: Sales@posltd.co.uk

www.posltd.co.uk

www.posltd.co.uk

Powerful EPoS Software

EPoS for Sports Clubs

Sales Switching

Member Discounts / Loyalty

Our XSELL EPoS solution has been
developed to satisfy the ever more
demanding role of retail EPoS software.

Our EPoS Solution, XSELL, is a truly
scalable and flexible solution for sports
clubs.

With the XSELL system, you can have
4 sales being processed
simultaneously.

In today's retail environment, it is essential
to utilise all of the technology available to
improve your response to customer needs
while giving maximum power to your sales
personnel.

Our EPoS solution is packed with useful
features. One of the most commonly
used, in the sports club market, is the
member discount feature.

Whether you require membership discounts,
loyalty schemes and/or fast product
selections; our XSELL system will handle it
easily and reliably.

The point of sale is no longer a simple
cash register, but a fully interactive
terminal capable of everything from Stock
Enquiries and Promotions through to
Customer Loyalty, Gift Card Processing
and Chip & Pin.

Our fast product selection screens are
designed and created by you to allow your
users to find products more quickly to
process customers orders faster.

If a user is processing a very large
order but another user needs to
process a smaller order, the large
order can be ‘saved’ whilst the smaller
order is completed. The large order
can then be retrieved and completed.
All this can be done in a couple of
clicks of a button.
This feature is designed to ensure
your customers are serviced quickly
and efficiently.

This allows the user to set a different price
for any single product depending who is
purchasing it..
The XSELL system can utilise a card
based member entry. Just swipe the card
to log in the customer, select your products and start saving straightaway.
Alternatively, members can accrue loyalty
points, at a ‘point per pound’ rate of your
choosing, in order to redeem those points
for a monetary value at a later date.

